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1.     Version 1, Linear,   36 in. scale model, 2019                         2.     Version 2, V Shaped,   studio, 2021 

 

Overview:  Sculpture and light installation consisting of two components, roughly “ground”  

   and “sky”, mirroring each other’s horizontal direction, surrounded in darkness. 

Fallen:     2013-2021.   Bronze, copper, ceramic, wood, metal, mixed media, acrylic.    

                  28-38 ft. long, 33 in. wide, 17-24 in. high from the ground. 

Departing Skies:    2020-2021.   Fiberglass, glassine, wire mesh, acrylic, led lights.    

                               30-38 ft. long, 35 in. wide, 15 in. deep, 8-10 ft. high from the ground. 

The “ground”, titled Fallen, is conceived as a mythological landscape though without a familiar or 

suggested story. Its shape is narrow, long and flowing, its surface is layered with sheets of copper 

crumpled, oxidized and painted. Scattered across this surface, are approximately 150 sculptural 

forms and fragments resembling sirens, megaphones, vents, wings, bones, and structural remnants 

among others. Many have fused with each other forming bonds between organic and mechanical, 

rusty and gleaming, metal and ceramic, and all are seemingly fallen and abandoned. 

The “sky”, titled Departing Skies, is a shell like form, also narrow, long, and flowing, and slightly 

higher at both ends to form a gentle curve in space. Surrounded in darkness, it emanates ambient 

light from within, and floodlights the landscape below. Its skin is frayed, lacerated and torn, its form is 

vacuous as if it has emptied its contents onto the landscape below. 

https://www.instagram.com/serdararatart/?hl=en
http://www.serdararat.com/


Statement: The initial impact of the installation may be one of an aftermath of cataclysmic  

   events. A vision of metaphorical flight and fall, prophecies and warnings, strange 

fusions and accumulated layers - one that may reflect the contemporary state of mind as concrete 

crises loom over humanity. The more lasting impact for me is one of hope. 

While the use of actual light may be a source of optimism in and of itself, for me, hope is buried at a 

deeper level in this work. We may consider that every moment is an aftermath, and all civilizations 

become layers of remnants. However, coming of age in Istanbul, this sensibility is etched into my 

consciousness in a very real and deeply personal way. In this region, different faiths, cultures, and 

civilizations have been engaged in devastating conflicts and bloodshed for millennia and might have 

covered each other in literal layers, but they have also created inseparable fusions and new hybrids 

between themselves. The continuity of this cycle over such a long history and the evidence of its 

visible traces, creates a sense of timelessness and renewal against all odds. 

This is a strange sense of hope, one that has to be excavated, and one that acknowledges 

continuous loss and even devastation, as well as rebirth. It may be granted largely by this geography 

of timelessness, but I have to recover it each time through the process of art.  

 

   
                           3.     Detail,   studio, 2021                                                  4.     Detail,   studio, 2021 

 

This is a “living” artwork that will keep changing. First, its size, shape, and placement will change with 

each installation, responding to the specifics of each site and curatorial collaboration. Its 28-38 ft. 

length may unfold either in a straight line (images 1, 8), an open U or V shape (images 2, 9), or other 

configurations. Fallen will also change over time as new forms and fragments are added and others 

removed or installed differently, in a process of natural growth. 

 



Bronze Cast Editions: 10 of the ceramic pieces from the installation are cast in bronze in  

     editions capped at 5, and the casting is continuing. The cast bronze 

pieces are included in the installation often alongside their ceramic originals (images 5, 6), but they 

may also be exhibited individually, separate from the installation (image 7). Some of the bronze 

pieces which have detachable components may be exhibited in different configurations (image 7). 

 

              
                      5.     Fallen Detail, Fallen Angel III                                          6.     Fallen Detail, Fallen Angel III 

                             Ceramic, wing attached                                       Bronze cast, edition-5, rusty patina, wing attached 

 

   
7.     Fallen Angel III,   bronze cast, edition-5, EFA-20/20 Gallery, NYC, 2019 

  Left: dark brown patina, with detached wing                      Right: rusty patina, with attached wing 

 



Installation: Fallen breaks into smaller units manageable for one person to install-deinstall,  

   pack-unpack, and is stored in custom boxes. Variations other than the two below 

(images 8, 9) are possible, as triangular panels may be added and supporting bases may be moved 

as necessary.  

 

                           8.     Fallen Version 1, Linear                                                  9.     Fallen Version 2, V Shape 

 

Departing Skies is installed above Fallen in an approximately parallel configuration. It separates into 8 

lightweight sections stored in custom packing. Each section is intact with its lighting and ready for one 

person to install-deinstall, pack-unpack. Invisible thread is used to suspend each section from hooks 

attached to the ceiling. A 1600 W average extension cord extending from the outlet to the ceiling and 

down to the piece supplies the necessary power of 805 W. The portable, adjustable and folding stand 

(image 10) helps prop-up sections during installation. 

                                                                                    

10.     Portable, adjustable and folding stand 

 

Lighting:  Electrical light emanates through the translucent skin of Departing Skies in three  

   different ways. First, continuous led-strip lights create ambient light. Second, 30 

led-puck lights create bright patches of light through the thinner membranes. Third, 12 led- floodlights 

provide direct lighting to the landscape below. No additional lighting is needed and the installation 

needs to be surrounded by darkness. 
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